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Issue l, June, 1952 

AT&TCo Standard 

2400- OR 2600-CYCLE SINGLE FREQUENCY SIGNALING 5YSTEM .. 

SUPPLY CIRCUITS 

TROUBlE CL'EARfNG PROCEDURES 

1. GSNERAL 

lJOl 'l'bis section describea a meaohod o£ 
clearing troubles which may be · 

encountered in ttte 2400 or 2600 cycle 
single frequency signaling system supply 
circuits. 

1.02 Indication o£ troubles will usually 
be obtained £rom alarms provided by 

the supply circuit itself. In some cases 
failure of the supply circuit may not pro
duce an alarm. Alae in small installations 
which are not supplied with a transfer cir
cuit, no alarms are provided. Failure in 
these cases will be indicated by the re
ceipt of trouble reports on the signaling 
circuits connected to the common supply 
circuit. 

1.0.3 The troubles are classifie·d as 
follows: 

(A) Trouble Causing a Minor Alarm. 

(B) Trouble C~using a Major Alarm. 

(C) Trouble not Causing an Alarm. 

(D) Trouble in Small Installations. 
• 

2. METHOD 

(A) Trouble Causing a- Mino.r Alarm 

2.01 wben a minor alarm sounds and·an ODD 
QSC .or EVEN OSC (red) lamp lights, 

operate the AIM CO (red) key momentarily 
to silence the alarm. Observe that the GD 
(white) ~amp lights. 

2.02 Operate the TRO or TRE key for the 
. oscillator ·in trouble to guard 

against possible retransfer of the load 
while inspecting or testing. · 

2.03 Measure the outplit of' the oscillator 
per S~ction 179-301-501 covering,test

ing of' the supply circuit. Proceed as 
in 2.04 if no output is present. If an 
output outside limits is obtained follow 
with procedure of 2.05. When the output is 
within limits proceed as in 2.06. 

2.04 '!he .following troubles may cause the 
circ~it to have no output. Follow 

the accompanying procedure for locating and 

clearing the trouble • When the correct 
output is obtained return the oscillator 
to service as outlined in 2.07. 

{1) Blown Fuses: I.nap-ect the fuses 
assoc1ated with the circui~:and, 

if any are found blown, clear the 
cause and replace the blown fuse. 

~2} Incorrect Volt~es or ~fecttve 
Vacuum fu6e: asure t e a~ 

voltage between test points, us~ an 
M9B meter or equivalent. Approx.imate 
correct. values are as i'ollows: 

Test Points M9B Pin Ja9ks D.c. Volts 

F and GRD 

CA2 and CAl 

-'V and )OV 

-v and .3V 1.2to2.4 

If t.he voltage between F and GRD 
has the correct value or greater and 
the voltage between CA2 and CAl is 
low, remove the tube and replac.r !t. 
with one known to be good. If •:<PUt
put is indicated after the rep 
ment tube warms up, remove. the,., 
placement tube and replace or. .. 
tube in its socket. · '"-· ·~ 

':_,_:3'1 

{.3) Re-
move power 

under investigation and-~~ n
sistance measurements neeeesart·to 
check the remaini~g ~PP~~~us not 
involved in the ·V:Q~);~ge ~este of (2} 
above, inspecting tM wiring for 
shorts or opens. 

\'",r'. 

2.05 The fallowing troubles may;:~re~~lt in 
the oscillator not .meeting Dbe~eut

put requirements. Follow the acco~ing 
procedure for.locating ~d-clea~if~}the 
trouble. When the output .is qac;k within 
limits return the oscUlAt<?r to lii.E}Rice 
as outlined in 2.07. e.:" .. · 

(1) Incorrect Voli:ges ·or'~Dedeiive 
· Vacuum 'l'Ube: asur~t·,mte a •. c.volt

age as described in 2~Q4 (2};8~~ the 
voltage between test paiz:lts·:-cu~1and 
CAl is low, replace 'in& ~ube.<~-:;~ 

(2) TUning Circuit Muble: .·r:.t~bles 
aftecting retard>!oii' A• '·Varistor 

A, the tuning conden~l!l'S Fl ~o F~, or 
--~ ,, n.s.. i,.,· -~_·.~ 
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associated strapping will affect not only 
the frequency but the amplitude of the 
output. Check the frequency, and read
just if necessary~ per Section.l79-301-501. 
When using the beat frequency method a 
small difference of frequency will be heard 
as "beats", while a large difference will 
cause two different tones to be heard. 
For purpose of clearing trouble, small dif
ferences heard as beats, or small de
viations from the required frequency read
ing may be disregarded. However, before 
the oscillator is returned to service make 
sure that the requirements of Section 
179-301 .. 501 are met. 

2.06 If the measured output is within 
limits the following troubles may 

have caused the minor alarm to sound: 

(1) Defe-ctive Vactium Tube: Measure the 
voltage between test points CA2 

and CAl as described in 2.0l., (2}. 
Replace the vacuum tube if this volt
age is low. 

(2) Intermittent Troubles: Since there 
is no way to determine whether an 

intermittent trouble occurred in the 
circuit itself. or in some other cir
cuit, first check the alarm circuit, 
if possible, as outlined in (3) below, 
and then retur.n the oscillator to serv
iCe as outlined in 2.07. 

(3) Defective Alarm Circuit,:. When 
another supply circuit of the cor

rect frequency is available proceed as 
follows: Patch the ODD OSC TST jack 
of this other supply circuit to the ODD 
LOAD jack of the circuit being investi
gated and the EVEN OSC TST jack of the 
replfi-cing circuit' to the EVEN LOAD 
jack of the defective supply. Then 
test the alarm . crrcuit as outlined 
in Section 179-301-501. 

Caution: In ·order tUkrevent serv-
ice interference e the patch 
to the-ii&D 3ack last. 

2.07 When the trouble has been cleared 
and the output is back within limits, 

return the oscillator to service as fol
lows: 

(l).If patches have been made to 
another supply, ·remove the patches 

first from'the LOAD ·jacks and then from 
the OSC TST jacks. · 
( 2 ) Restore the 'fRO or TRE key, and 

operate the RSO or RSE momentarily. 
Observe that the GD ·(white) lamp and 
the ODD OSC and EVEN OSC (red) lamps 
are ex~inguished• 

(B) Trouble Causfn$ a Ma:1or Alarm 
2.08 When a:major alarm sounds, and the 

LOAD (gFeen) lamp and both the ODD 
OSC and EVEN OSC (red) lamps light, 
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attempt first to restore service to the 
load normally supplied by the defective 
supply circuit as outlined in 2.09. Then 
follow the trouble tracing and clearing 
procedure of 2.10. 

2.09 If another supply circuit of the 
correct frequency is available, 

patch t.he ODD OSC TST jack of the good 
circuit to the ODD LOAD jack of the defec
tive circuit, and the EVEN OSC TST jack of 
the good circuit to the EVEN LOAD jacks of 
the defective supply. Service is now re
stored on'the signaling circuits origi-
nally supplied by the defective , 
oscillators, although the major ala~ will 
continue to sound until the trouble has 
been corrected. · 

2.10 Measure the output·of both oscilla-· 
tors per Section 179-301-501 cover

ing testing of the supply circuit, and 
proceed as follows: 

(a) If no output is obtained from both 
oscillators the trouble probably 

results from battery supply failu~. 
Proceed as described in 2.04. · · · · 

(b) If both outputs are found to be 
within ·1imi ts, ~the alarm resltited 

either. from ~ intermittent trouble or 
from a defective transfer circuit. 
Check the latter in accordance with 
section 179-301~501. 

(c) If one only of the oscillator out-
puts i~ outside limAts, investi

gate the defective oscil~tor as out
lined in 2.04 in the case of no output, 
or 2.05. Check also ~be transfer cir
cuit in accordance with Section 
179-301-501. 

2.11 \!.'hen the output is back witl;li@_,_ ·'· • 
limits on both ODD and EVEN oscil

lators, restore tl)e s~pply,circla'it:~Q.:.~.t 
service as follows: 

: .~ 
(1) Restore ·the TRO and TRE~:keys it 

operated.. 1·' 

(2) Operate the RSO and RSE keys 
momentarily. 

(3) If patches have been ~de- to 
another supply circuit, remove::, 

the patches, first from the . LOAD ja~ 
and then from the OSC TST jacks. 

2.12 If after clearing tl;le trouble on 
either the ODD or EVEN oscillator, 

it appears that it may take some time· to 
find the trouble on the other, proceed as 
follows: 

(1) Operate the TRE or TRO key of tlie 
oscillator still in trouble. · 

( 2) Operate the RSO or RSE key of ,tl!Je 
cleared oscillator. 
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(C) 

(3) Remove the patches from the LOAD 
jacks of both oscillators (the 

cleared oscillator and the one still 
in trouble) and then remove the other 
end of the patches from the OSC TST 
jacks of the substituted oscillators. 
The supply circuit is now in a"minor 
alarm condition. Trace and clear the 
trouble as outlined in 2.05 and 2.96. 
Then return the oscillator to service 
as outlined in 2.07 (2). 

Trouble not Causing an Alarm 

2.13 In the cases of trouble which do not 
result in an alarm, failure of the 

supply is known from the receipt of trouble 
reports on the connected signaling cir
cuits. Determine from these reports which 
of the ODD or EVEN oscillators is in 
trouble. 
2.14 Measure the output of the defective 

oscillator per Section 179-301-501 
covering testing of the supply circuit. 
Proceed as in 2.15 if the output is within 
limits. When the output is outside limits 
proceed as in 2.16 and 2.17. 

2.15 If the output is within limits, there 
may be an .open between the output of 

the oscillator and the tone supply resist
ances. Locate and clear the trouble thus 
restoring service to the affected signaling 
circuits. 

2.16 If the output is outside limits, 
insert a No. 327A plug in the LOAD 

jack associated with the oscillator. If 
this brings back the output within limits, 
there may be a short or a ground in the 
wiring between the LOAD jack and the tone 
supply resistances. Locate and clear the 
trouble. Check that the trouble is actu
allJ cleared by removing the plug and 
observing that the output now remains un
changed and between limits. Removing the 
plug also places the oscillator back in 
service. 

2.17 If despite the insertion of the plug 
in the LOAD jack the output remains 

unchanged and outside limits, this may 
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indicate failure of both the oscillator 
proper and the transfer and alarm circuit. 
Proceed as follows: 

(1) Operate the TRO or TRE key corre-
sponding to the oscillator in 

trouble to restore service to the 
affected signaling circuit. Operate 
the ALM CO key momentarily to silence 
the resulting alarm. 

(2) Proceed as outlined in 2.04 in the 
case of no output, or in 2.05. 

(3) If another supply circuit of the 
same frequency is available, fol

low the procedure outlined in 2.06 (3) 
to test the transfer circuit. 

(4) When the trouble has been cleared 
restore to service as outlined 

in 2.07. 

(D) Trouble in Small Installations 

2.18 In installations where no transfer 
1acks are arovided (1 or 2 signating 

circuits supplie from one oscillator) 
proceed as in 2.03, and 2.04, or 2.05 
or 2.06 (1) and (2J. 

2.19 

(1) Patch the odd or even LOAD TRANS-
FER jack of the· oscillator in· 

trouble to the even or odd OSC ~U" · 
jack of the other oscillator th_,·· .. re
storing service to the affected ..... 
naling circuits. 
(2) Proceed as in 2.03 and 2.04 

or 2.05, or 2.06 (1) and (a)~._n 
the trouble is cleared, and the Mlltput 
is back within limits, restore t:o serv
ice, removing the patch first from 
the LOAD TRANSFER jack of the oscilla
tor previously in trouble, and then 
from the OSC TST jack of the second 
oscillator. 
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